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A cyberattack against a Russian satellite provider - Dozor-Teleport - took place this week. At the
beginning, this cyberattack was attributed to supporters of the Wagner group. This was not the
only major cyberattack of the week, as the hacker group SiegedSec claimed responsibility for an
attack on several satellite receivers throughout the US. On the technology front, this week saw
the demonstration of SpiderOak. Still in this section, the US is 2 years behind schedule in the
development of a weapon to jam Russian and Chinese communications. On the market front,
the European Commission has issued another call for projects under the EUDIS program. On the
U.S. side, the DoD has awarded SES a 5-year Global X-Band contract worth around $134 million.
Finally, Indiana University has set up a new Space Governance Policy Lab enabling a space
governance and space-cybersecurity digital badge.
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Elon Musk's Starlink being tested by Japan's armed forces – report
The Self-Defense Forces (SDF) have been using Starlink with the aim to boost SDF's communication strength amid actions 
by China and Russia to bolster their abilities to attack satellites. #Japan #Starlink
Link: https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/elon-musks-starlink-being-tested-by-japans-armed-forces-report/ar-
AA1d61Un
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Russian telecom confirms hack after group backing Wagner boasted about an attack
The Russian satellite telecom company that hackers targeted this week in a claimed effort to support the Wagner 
paramilitary group confirmed the cyberattack on Friday, according to a Russian technology publication. 
#Russia #Cyberattack
Link: https://cyberscoop.com/russia-satellite-hack-wagner/

SiegedSec hackers group has claimed the responsibility for an attack on the US
"The final attack on the U.S has arrived " #SiegedSec hackers group has claimed the responsibility for infiltrating Texas Fort 
Worth Transportation & Public Works, satellite receivers, and industrial control systems throughout the United States. 
Additionally, they allegedly claimed to have conducted a supply chain attack targeting major companies including 
Halliburton, Shell, Helix Energy, and Oceaneering.  #SiegedSec #Cyberattack
Link: https://twitter.com/FalconFeedsio/status/1675155154226618371 
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European Defence Fund, via alle calls for proposals (Trad.: European Defence Fund, start of calls 
for proposals)
The European Commission will fund projects aimed at developing strategic capabilities and technologies. Also introduced 
are a number of new measures to promote innovation in the sector under the auspices of the EUDIS Innovation program. 
Proposals can be submitted until Nov. 22. #EU #EUDIS
Link: https://www.spaceconomy360.it/difesa-cybersecurity/european-defence-fund-via-alle-calls-for-proposals/ 
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SpiderOak Demonstrates OrbitSecure Cyber Software on Ball Aerospace Satellite 
The OrbitSecure cybersecurity software uses encryption and distributed-ledger software to operate a decentralized key 
management system. The software has been tested on the ground, but this was the first test in space. 
#SpiderOak #Cybersecurity
Link: https://www.satellitetoday.com/cybersecurity/2023/06/26/spideroak-demonstrates-orbitsecure-cyber-software-on-
ball-aerospace-satellite/ 
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US weapon to jam Chinese and Russian satellites is running two years late
A portable US weapon that would temporarily jam Chinese and Russian communications satellites early in a conflict is 
running two years late for its first deliveries. #Jamming #US
Link: https://www.scmp.com/news/world/united-states-canada/article/3226007/us-weapon-jam-chinese-and-russian-
satellites-running-two-years-late
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CyberInflight is a Market Intelligence company dedicated to the topic of Space Cybersecurity. The company 
provides strategic market and research reports, bespoke consulting, market watch & OSINT researches and 

cybersecurity awareness training.
Contact us at: research@cyberinflight.com
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IU’s Space Governance Lab offers first space governance law courses in the country
The new Space Governance Policy Lab at Indiana University offers the first ever space governance and space-cybersecurity 
digital badge – a non-credit certificate – in the United States, training the future space workforce and the next generation 
of space-cybersecurity. #SpaceCybersecurity 
Link: https://research.impact.iu.edu/key-areas/cyber-and-national-security/stories/space-governance-lab.html
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